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SERMO is the leading social network for physicians,
where they can anonymously talk ‘real world’ medicine.
All of SERMO’s 800,000 members are verified and
credentialized physicians.
Our mission is to revolutionize real-world
medicine and unite physicians by providing them
with a safe, private, and trusted platform for free
and open discussions.

SOLVE: Medical crowdsourcing in action
– give and receive advice on challenging
real-world patient cases from a global
community of physicians. Help your peers
by sharing and solving challenging cases.
(please add our triple image from the
media section of our marketing site)
RATE: Read real reviews of
pharmaceutical drugs from doctors
around the world and leave your own
feedback for peers. Drugs Ratings for
doctors, by doctors.
TALK: Speak with other doctors from
around the world about the business
and practice of medicine, in our virtual
doctor’s lounge.
EARN: Last year our doctors earned $16
Million USD in honoraria for completing
surveys. SERMO is the world’s largest
healthcare professional polling company,
enabling doctors to turn their valuable
insights into cash.
VOTE: Vote with your peers in bi-weekly
physician polls. Share your opinions on
current medical issues and healthcare
trends.

I am grateful for SERMO. As a solo
private practice doc I have no one to talk
to regarding medicine... either patient
cases or the business side...SERMO offers
a lifeline, as it were, for isolated docs.
Plus, it is educational on a broad range
of topics… I’m glad SERMO exists and am
thankful for the friends made and advice
and experiences shared!”

Neuromusculoskeletal Medicine
& OMM US

Addicting!! [SERMO] is becoming my
‘Good morning,’ dear colleagues! It is a
great opportunity to compare the world
of health care, made up by DOCTORS!…A
nice way to overcome barriers, not only
topographic but also of associations.”

Geriatric Medicine
Are you a doctor? Join us at www.sermo.com | Want to connect with doctors? Email us at info@sermo.com

SERMO is the leading site for medical crowdsourcing
– a living, breathing, evolving medical knowledge bank.
Doctors use SERMO to collectively solve tough cases,
and get help with diagnoses, often directly from the exam
room in real time via their mobile. When physicians feel
comfortable dialoging without repercussions, they ask
for help, they share knowledge, they admit mistakes
– and together, they advance the universe of medical
knowledge.
• When a case is posted, doctors will usually
respond within 90 minutes.
• In 2015, close to 6000 patient cases were
posted on SERMO.

SERMO is also a virtual doctors’ lounge – the meeting
of medical minds and hearts. Doctors need a safe
haven: a place to unite, to share, and be heard. On
SERMO, they can talk openly with other doctors about
everything that’s important to them, from the business
to the practice of medicine.
It’s a fun, safe, and relaxing place where doctors
can be anonymous and speak without fear of
repercussions. No other physician community
provides anonymity, making us a unique social
community for honest and frank conversations.

• 86% of doctors who posted cases received
the info they had hoped to find.
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“This platform will change the way we
conduct medicine.”

GP

Drug Decriminalisation/Legalisation
Is Healthcare a right or a privilege?
Infections Diseases - Lowest Salaried Docs
In Health Care!?
Is Medicine an Art?
Errors lead physicians to contemplate suicide
Medical White Elephants
What do you think of telemedicine?
Would you refuse to take on an anti-vaxer
as a patient?

“The decision to join SERMO has been the
most important and satisfying I’ve made
in a long time. The availability of an open
forum to speak with colleagues around the
world is so vital it is difficult to explain in a
few words. It’s great not to feel isolated.”

Cardiologist
“Medical innovation is experienced by
doctors around the world, each and every
day. SERMO is a channel that lets doctors
access hundreds of cumulative years of
experience instantaneously, ensuring that
we do not have to make difficult patient
decisions alone.”

GP

“This is why I love and appreciate SERMOyou get diverse opinions you just can’t find
in the doctor’s lounge anymore, as if I ever
had time to hang out in the doctor’s lounge”

Pediatrician

